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101 Weapons of Spiritual Warfare Never in the history of the world has there been an era of war,
both physical and spiritual, like this era. This is a tougher era of warfare.More people are under
bondage now, more than in any other period of human history. There are cases of deep bondage,
uncommon attacks against the family and horrendous occurrences in the lives of individuals. The
devil has wreaked a lot of havoc upon humanity. The bible has described in vivid terms that God is
aware of the high spate of demonic hostilities. Hence the Holy Spirit has released the prophetic
revelations in this book in order to place us in good stead for a unique role in this end times. This
manual is the first of its kind. This is the apex of deliverance. We are the threshold of a revival of
spiritual warfare. The sweeping and the far reaching effect shall be best described as awesome!
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Folks, i say this is an incredibly anointed New way of praying. it is changing my lifre to amazing
miracle blessings! , i have suffered relentlessly with a disease for 30 years, and it is called "the most
painful affliction known to mankind" by medicine! It is trigeminal neuralgia... The pain keeps you
from sleeping or chewing, breezes hurt terribly. I was so Utterly Desperate!! I downloaded a sample
of this anointed book, and saw scriptures i never recalled seeing before! I also prayed for my
husband's finances, as he is an artist, and this one person had not paid for his drawings for months!
In 1 hour i fell into four hous of deep sleep! When I awoke i was completely pain free for the first
time in 30 years! We met my daughters boyfriend that day, and for the first time i sat on the porch
with a breeze and had Zero pain! This lasted 30 hours! I immediately bought the book! The next day
the man paid my husband! This is from God for these end times! It is a one of a kind book! As you

read, it begins by listing the weapon, then gives at least five spiritual reasons why you would use the
weapon, it then gives you scripture for the weapon and ends with between 5-11 prayer sentences!
Now i pray a tad differently than many. I always go to my Heavenly Father first, (and many of the
prayers do this ) then i ask Father to use the weapon as the prayer point says, in the name of Jesus
(Yeshua is his hebrew name) Dr DK Olukoya also does this. He is a brilliant scientist with 80
published papers in journals, but he is very humble! You can find him on you tube! Now in the book
recall english is his second language, he speaks well. There is only one word that i felt needed to be
listed differently, He writes " May the Holy Ghost Vomit...." This is from the language issue.
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